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Forward 
 

 
Now in its ninth year, the Developments in e-Systems Engineering (DeSE) series of conferences has firmly established 

an exciting, stimulating, and essential forum for the exchange and advancement of ideas in e-Systems. The 

establishment of this conference series has brought about an ever widening scope of cross-disciplinary 

participation, bringing e-Systems developers, from all fields, into a common research area. DeSE 2016 is technically 

sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and organised by Liverpool John Moores 

University in collaboration with a number of national and international partners. The conference series was 

established by a consortium of UK universities in 2008 as a forum for the development, analysis, and future 

guidance on the burgeoning number of e-system projects and applications.  

 

DeSE 2016 returns to Liverpool and visits Leeds, building upon the success and dissemination of research of 

previous conference iterations (Dubai 2015, Paphos 2014, Abu Dhabi 2013, Bucharest 2012, Dubai 2011, London 

2010, Abu Dhabi 2009 and Liverpool 2008), furthering the ideas of e-Systems development. Currently, there is a 

vast quantity of interest in the field of e-Systems, resulting in a wide array of research being conducted in order to 

transfer services and facilities into state-of-the-art electronic technologies. This year’s conference presents a 

multitude of topics aimed at addressing current research issues and trends in the design, engineering, and adoption 

of e-Systems. This year’s conference outlines different research areas including: e-Learning, e-Government systems, 

Autonomic Computing and AI, e-Business and Management, e-Health and e-Medicine, e-Science and Technology, e-

Security and e-Forensics, e-Entertainment and Creative Technologies, e-Networking and Wireless Environments, e-

Ubiquitous Computing and Intelligent Living, Green and Sustainable Technologies, e-Systems Engineering, Building 

Information Modelling, Sensor and Wearable Technology for Construction, Asset Management and Sociotechnical 

aspects of eSystems engineering. In addition, a unique workshop has been organised and will run in conjunction 

with the conference: Special Session - e-Robotics and Virtual Reality. 

 

We also welcome five keynote speakers and two invited industrial speakers, covering a range of relevant, innovative 

topics that promise to be exciting and thoroughly engaging. 

 

The standard and breadth of this years accepted papers is exceptional, validating the importance of the continual 

availability of DeSE as a major event and forum for the promotion and discussion of e-Systems development. 

Presentations will be delivered by delegates from a vast number of countries including: USA, Canada, UAE, Saudi 

Arabia, Germany, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, India, Pakistan, Iran, Egypt, Spain, France, United Kingdom and New 

Zealand. We would like to thank the speakers and session chairs for their time and effort, and the authors for their  

contribution to an excellent programme. We hope that you enjoy DeSE 2016 and have a great time in Liverpool, 

Leeds and the United Kingdom. The series will move to Paris, France for DeSE 2017. 

 

Finally, we would like to thank the Local Organising Committee and the Technical Programme Committee for all 

their hard work in helping to make this event a success.  
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8.00 - 9.15

9.15 - 9.30

10.30 - 10.45

12.15 - 13.15

Room 523 14.00 - 14.15

Day 1: Wednesday 31st August 2016

LIVERPOOL
Redmond's Building, Liverpool John Moores University

Registration & Coffee Room 523

Welcoming Speeches Lecture Theatre 2

Dr. Tom Dawson  - (DeSE '16 General Chair)

Prof. Ahmed Al-Shamma'a  - (Conference Opening)

Keynote Speaker

9.30 - 10.30
Brigadier Timothy J Hodgetts CBE

E-Systems in military healthcare: past experience and future utility

Chair: Dr. Tom Dawson

Lecture Theatre 2

Coffee Break

Parallel Sessions

10.45 - 12.15

Special Session: 1A Special Session: 1B

Big Data in E-Systems E-Sport and Exercise Science

Chair: Dr. William Hurst / Dr. Nathan Shone Chair: Dr. Thomas O'Brien
Assistant Chair: Carl Chalmers

Lecture Theatre 1 Lecture Theatre 2

Lunch

Keynote Speaker

13.15 - 14.00
Professor Duc Truong Pham
Steps towards Autonomous Remanufacturing

Chair: Dr. Abir Hussain

Lecture Theatre 2

Coffee Break

Parallel Sessions

14.15 - 15.45

Session 2A Session 2B

E-Health & E-Medicine I E-Systems Engineering I

Chair: Dr. Saad Amin Chair: Dr. Waleed Al-Nuaimy
Assistant Chair: Aday Curbelo Montañez Assistant Chair: Robert Keight

Lecture Theatre 1 Lecture Theatre 2

Invited Speaker

15.45 - 16.30
Dr. Anthony Winterlich

Digital Diabetes Coach: Trialing e-health solutions at scale

Chair: Prof. Mohammed Saeed

Lecture Theatre 2

Conference Dinner
19.30 - 22.30

Al Dente, Lark Lane, Sefton Park, Liverpool



8.00 - 9.15

10.15 - 10.30

12.00 - 13.00

13.45 - 14.00

Day 2: Thursday 1st Sept 2016

LIVERPOOL
Redmond's Building, Liverpool John Moores University

Registration & Coffee Room 523

Keynote Speaker

9.15 - 10.15
Professor Raouf Hamzaoui
Error Concealment for Multiview Video

Chair: Dr. Paul Fergus

Lecture Theatre 2

Coffee Break Room 523

Parallel Sessions

10.30 - 12.00

Session 3A Special Session: 3B

E-Systems Engineering II Smart Sensors & Applications

Chair: Chandra B Chair: Dr. Olga Korostynska
Assistant Chair: Paul Ross McWhirter Assistant Chair: Raunaq Abbas

Lecture Theatre 1 Lecture Theatre 2

Lunch

Invited Speaker

13.00 - 13.45
Prof. (Emeritus) Ken Eason

How to Fail When Introducing Electronic Technologies in Organisations

Chair: Prof. Majid A. Al-Taee

Lecture Theatre 2

Coffee Break Room 523

Parallel Sessions

14.00 - 15.30

Session 4A Session 4B

E-Health & E-Medicine II E-Security & E-Forensics I

Chair: Dr. Thaier Hamid Chair: Dr. Karm Vee Arya
Assistant Chair: Basma Abdulaimma Assistant Chair: Phillip Kendrick

Lecture Theatre 1 Lecture Theatre 2

Invited Speaker

15.30 - 16.30
Dr. Adam Hoare

Factors Affecting the Move to an eSystems Approach to Remote Care Delivery

Chair: Dr. Sudirman Sudirman

Lecture Theatre 2



09.15 - 10.00

10.00 - 10.10

11.40 - 12.00

13.30 - 14.40

16.50 - 17.00

Day 3: Friday 2nd September 2016

LEEDS
Headingley Campus, Leeds Beckett University

Registration & Coffee James Graham Building

Welcoming Speech Prof. Mohammad Dastbaz/ Prof. Hissam Tawfik

Keynote Speaker

10.10 - 11.00
Prof. John Soraghan

Signal Processing Enabled eHealth Systems

Chair: Prof. Colin Pattinson

Lecture Theatre D

Invited Industry Talk

11.00 - 11.40

Dr. John Ainsworth
Connected Health Cities - Learning Health Systems

for the Northern Powerhouse

Chair: Mr Andrew Michaelson

Lecture Theatre D

Coffee Break

Paper Session

12.00 - 13.30
E-Systems Engineering III

Chair: Prof. Sergio Toral

Lecture Theatre D

Lunch

Paper Session

14.40 - 16.50
E-Systems Engineering IV

Chair:  Dr Ah-lian Kor / Dr Sheikh Akbari

Lecture Theatre D

Conference Close/ Coffee

17.30 - 19.30Conference Dinner
Olive Tree Greek Restaurant, Headingley



 

 

Sessions 

DAY 1: WEDNESDAY 31ST AUGUST 2016 

 
SESSION 1A: 10.45-12.15  

LECTURE THEATRE 1 

SPECIAL SESSION:  
BIG DATA IN E-SYSTEMS 
Chair: Dr. William Hurst/ Dr. Nathan Shone 
Assistant Chair: Carl Chalmers 

 
#1570297886 

Statistical Analysis Methods for 
Interdependency Communication in 
Distributed Systems 
Presenter: Sahar Badri 

Authors: Sahar Badri; William Hurst; Paul Fergus 

 
#1570295481 

Adding a Third Dimension to BPMN as a 
means of Representing Cyber Security 
Requirements  
Presenter: Curtis Maines 

Authors: Curtis Maines; Bo Zhou; Stephen Tang; Qi Shi 

 
#1570294544 

Cyber Security Risk Evaluation 
Research Based on Entropy Weight 
Method 
Presenter: Thaier Hamid 

Authors: Thaier Hamid; Dhiya Al-Jumeily 

 
#1570296500 

Generating A Novel Scene-Graph 
Structure for a Modern GIS Rendering 
Framework 
Presenter: David Tully 

Authors: David Tully; Abdennour El Rhalibi; 

Christopher Carter; Sudirman Sudirman 

 

#1570294019 
Features of Reputed Users in eWOM 
using Evolutionary Computation 
Presenter: Sergio Toral 

Authors: Rocio Martinez-Torres; Sergio Toral; Maria 

Olmedilla; Francisco Jose Arenas-Marquez 

 

#1570294735 
Data Traffic Model in Machine to 
Machine Communications Over 5G 
Network Slicing 

Presenter: Mohammed Dighriri 

Authors: Mohammed Dighriri; Gyu Myoung Lee; Thar 

Baker 

 

 
SESSION 1B: 10.45-12.15 
LECTURE THEATRE 2 

SPECIAL SESSION:  
E-SPORT AND EXERCISE SCIENCE 
Chair: Dr. Thomas O’Brien 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dr. Lynne Boddy 

Reader in Children’s Physical 

Activity 

Objective assessments of physical 

activity: issues and opportunities 

 

 
 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Senior Lecturer in Biomechanics 

Big data challenges in the 

monitoring of biomechanical loads 

in football players 

 

 
 

Dr. Allistair McRobert 

Senior Lecturer in Sports 

Performance analysis 

Attacking and defensive styles of play 

in soccer: analysis of Spanish and 

English elite teams 
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Sessions 

DAY 1: WEDNESDAY 31ST AUGUST 2016 
 

 
SESSION 2A: 14.15-15.45  
LECTURE THEATRE 1 

E-HEALTH AND E-MEDICINE I 
Chair: Dr. Saad Amin 
Assistant Chair: Aday Curbelo Montañez 
 
#1570286634 

Automatic Feature Learning Method for 
Detection of Retinal Landmarks 
Presenter: Baidaa Al-Bander 

Authors: Baidaa Al-Bander, Waleed Al-Nuaimy, Majid 

A. Al-Taee, Ali Al-Ataby 

 
#1570293597 

Visual Augmentation Glasses for 
People with Impaired Vision 
Presenter: Ola Younis 

Authors: Ali Al-Ataby, Ola Younis, Waleed Al-Nuaimy, 

Majid Al-Taee, Zain Sharaf and Baidaa Al-Bander 

 
#1570304208 

Design of a 0D Image-Based Coronary 
Blood Flow Model 
Presenter: Panagiotis Liatsis 

Authors: Alena Uus, Panagiotis Liatsis 

 
#1570293571 

Identification and Extraction of New 
Feature for Zebrafish Discrimination 
Presenter: Qussay Al-Jubouri 

Authors: Qussay Al-Jubouri; Waheed Al-Nuaimy; Majid 

A. Al-Taee; Iain Young; Hilal Al-Libawy; Bayan Al-

Saaidah 

 
#1570297611 

Development of a Holistic Health 
Economic Evaluation Tool Leveraging 
Patient Self-Report 
Presenter: Faye Prior 

Authors: Faye Prior, Tom Dawson 

 
#1570294685 

Fatigue Detection Method Based on 
Smartphone Text Entry Performance 
Metrics 
Presenter: Hilal Al-Libawy 

Authors: Hilal Al-Libawy; Ali Al-Ataby; Waleed Al-

Nuaimy; Majid A. Al-Taee; Qussay Al-Jubouri 

 

 
SESSION 2B: 14.15-15.45  
LECTURE THEATRE 2 

E-SYSTEMS ENGINEERING I 
Chair: Dr. Waleed Al-Nuaimy 
Assistant Chair: Robert Keight 
 
#1570294187 

A Survey on Urban Traffic 
Optimisation for Sustainable and 
Resilient Transportation Network 
Presenter: Song Sang Koh 

Authors: Song Sang Koh; Bo Zhou; Zaili Yang; Po Yang 

 
#1570295895 

Scenario Generation with Cellular 
Automaton for Game-based Crisis 
Simulation System 
Presenter: Pisit Praiwattana 

Authors: Pisit Praiwattana; Abdennour El Rhalibi 

 
#1570296188 
Simulation of Area of Interest 
Management for Massively Multiplayer 
Online Games Using OPNET 

Presenter: Sarmad Abdulazeez 

Authors: Sarmad Abdulazeez; Abdennour El Rhalibi; 

Dhiya Al-Jumeily 

 
#1570297138 

Multimedia File Signature Analysis 
for Smartphone Forensics 
Presenter: Farkhund Iqbal 

Authors: Duaa AbuHamdi; Farkhund Iqbal; Thar 

Baker; Babar Shah 

 
#1570300200 
Best Practice Guidelines for 
Technology Enhanced E-Learning 

Presenter: Muthu Ramachandran 

Authors: Muthu Ramachandran 

 
#1570300097 

Colour Constancy Using K-means 
Clustering Algorithm 
Presenter: Md. Akmol Hussain 

Authors: Md. Akmol Hussain; Akbar Sheikh Akbari; 

Ahmad Ghaffari 
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Sessions 

DAY 2: THURSDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER 2016 
 

SESSION 3A: 10.30-12.00 
LECTURE THEATRE 1 

E-SYSTEMS ENGINEERING II 
Chair: Chandra B 
Assistant Chair: Paul Ross McWhirter 
 

 
#1570299857 
Skype Presentation: Adaptive Cell 
Classifier for Remote E-Lab 
Experiments Based on Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System 

Presenter: Verena Samuel 

Authors: Verena Samuel 

 
#1570292075 

Regularization Based Modified SART 
Iterative Method for CT Image 
Reconstruction 
Presenter: Dr. Karm Veer Arya 

Authors: Karm Veer Arya; Yadunath Pathak; 

Shailendra Tiwari 

 
#1570296058 

Complex Event Processing in e-
Services 
Presenter: Christian Stary 

Authors: Christian Stary; Albert Fleischmann; Werner 

Schmidt 

 

#1570298801 

An Adaptive Grouping Technique in a 
Coevolutionary Model for Retail 
Presenter: Muneer Navid 

Authors: Muneer Navid 

 
#1570307189 
A Robust Feature Selection Algorithm 
Presenter: Chandra B 

Authors: Chandra B 

 
#1570302725 
A Computational Study Into the 
Influence of Cold Film on Can 
Combustor Annulus Flow 
Authors: Dhirgham Alkhafagiy, Amal .A. H 

 
#1570297578 

Correlation Based Extreme Learning 
Machine 
Authors: Sanyam Shukla; Ram Yadav; Lokesh Naktode 

 
 
 

SESSION 3B: 10.30-12.00 
LECTURE THEATRE 2 

SPECIAL SESSION:  
SMART SENSORS & APPLICATION 
Chair: Dr. Olga Korostynska/ Dr. Alex Mason 
Assistant Chair: Raunaq Abbas 
 
#1570294482 
Low-Frequency Capacitive Sensing for 
Environmental Monitoring of Water 
Pollution with Residual Antibiotic 
Presenter: Matteo Soprani 

Authors: Matteo Soprani; Olga Korostynska; Alex 

Mason; Abitami Amirthalingam; Jeff Cullen; Ahmed I 

Al-Shamma'a; Magomed Muradov; Veronica 

Sberveglieri; Estefania Nunez Carmona; Giorgio 

Sberveglieri 

 

#1570294673 
Detection of Heparin Level in Blood 
Using Electromagnetic Wave 
Spectroscopy 
Presenter: Keyur Joshi 

Authors: Keyur Joshi; Majida Al-Manasra; Alex 

Mason; Olga Korostynska; Andrew Powell; Montserrat 

Ortoneda-Pedrola; Ahmed I Al-Shamma'a 

 
#1570307188 
A Computational Investigation of a 
Turbulent Flow Over a Backward Facing 
Step with OpenFOAM 
Presenter: Hayder Al-Jelawy 

Authors: Hayder Al-Jelawy; Dhirgham Alkhafagiy 

 
#1570294141 

Towards A Canonical Particle Swarm 
Optimized Direct Least Squares 
Prioritization Method for Ratio 
Pairwise Comparison: An Application 
of Mutual Fund Selection 
Presenter: Kevin Kam Fung Yuen 

Authors: Kevin Kam Fung Yuen 

 

#1570294667 
Poster: X-ray Fluorescent Method of Heavy 
Metals Detection in Soils of Mining and 
Chemical Enterprises 
Presenter: Olga Korostynska 

Authors: Volodymyr Pohrebennyk; Mariush Cygnar; Olga 

Korostynska; Alex Mason 

 
#1570296314 
Poster: Operative Control Parameters of Water 
Environment 
Presenter: Olga Korostynska 

Authors: Volodymyr Pohrebennyk; Mariush Cygnar; Olga 

Korostynska; Alex Mason 
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Sessions 

DAY 2: THURSDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER 2016 

 
SESSION 4A: 14.00-15.30 
LECTURE THEATRE 1 

E-HEALTH AND E-MEDICINE II 
Chair: Dr. Thaier Hamid 
Assistant Chair: Basma Abdulaimma 

 
#1570294185 

Breast Cancer Detection Using K-
nearest Neighbor Machine Learning 
Algorithm 
Presenter: Mohamad Al-Hadidi 

Authors: Mohamad Al-Hadidi 

 
#1570297155 

Towards Developing Online Compliance 
Index for Self-Monitoring of Blood 
Glucose in Diabetes Management 
Presenter: Majid A. Al-Taee 

Authors: Ahmed Al-Taee; Anas Al-Taee; Zahra Muhsin; 

Majid A. Al-Taee;  Waheed Al-Nuaimy; 

 
#1570297613 

Barriers in New Health and Social 
Care Technology Implementation in the 
United Kingdom, a Case Study 
Presenter: Adie Blanchard 

Authors: Adie Blanchard, Faye Prior, Jack Barton, Tom 

Dawson 

 
#1570304138 

Integrated and Scalable Architecture 
for Providing Cost-Effective Remote 
Health Monitoring 
Presenter: Mohammad Hijji 

Authors: Mohamed Al Hemairy; Saad Amin; Mohamed 

Adel Serhani, Mahmoud Alahmad, Mohammad Hijji 

 
#1570293650 

Analysis of Embryonic Malformations 
in Zebrafish Larvae 
Presenter: Bayan Al-Saaidah 

Authors: Bayan Al-Saaidah; Waleed Al-Nuaimy; Majid 

A. Al Taee; Ali Al-Ataby; Iain Young; Qussay Al-Jubouri 

 
#1570302743  
UAVs Deployment in Disaster 
Scenarios Based on Global and Local 
Search Optimization Algorithms 
Presenter: Daniel Reina 
Authors: Daniel Reina; Hissam Tawfik; Sergio Toral  

 

 

 

 
SESSION 4B: 14.00-15.30  
LECTURE THEATRE 2 

E-SECURITY & E-FORENSICS I 
Chair: Dr. Karm Vee Arya 
Assistant Chair: Phillip Kendrick 
 
#1570287353 
A Compact S-Box Module for 
128/192/256-bit 

Presenter: Otavio de Souza Martins Gomes; 

Authors: Otavio de Souza Martins Gomes; Robson 

Moreno 

 
#1570297069 
Statistical Keystroke Dynamics System 
on Mobile Devices for Experimental 
Data Collection and User 
Authentication 

Presenter: Mudhafar Al-Jarrah 

Authors: Mudhafar Al-Jarrah; N. Al-Obaidi 

 
#1570297251 

DuoHide: A Secure System for Hiding 
Multimedia Files in Dual Cover Images 
Presenter: Mudhafar Al-Jarrah 

Authors: Mudhafar Al-Jarrah; Marwa Al-Bayati 

 
1570299704 

Build trust in the Cloud Computing – 
Isolation in Container Based 
Virtualisation 
Presenter: Ibrahim Alobaiden 

Authors: Ibrahim Alobaiden; Michael Mackay; Posco 

Tso 

 
#1570308008 
An Intelligent Model for Extrinsic 
Plagiarism Detection 
Authors: Saad Amin; Muna AlSallal  

 

 

http://edas.info/showPerson.php?p=471067&c=22319
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Sessions 

DAY 3: FRIDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER 2016 
 

 
SESSION 5A:  
E-SYSTEMS ENGINEERING III 
MORNING SESSION  
12.00-13.30, Lecture Theatre D 
Chair: Prof. Sergio Toral 

 
#1570295546 

Evolutionary Path Planning of an 
Autonomous Surface Vehicle for Water 
Quality Monitoring 
Presenter: Daniel Reina 

Authors: Mario Arzamendia Lopez; Derlis Gregor; 

Daniel Reina; Sergio Toral; Raul Gregor 

 
#1570300096 

HEVC Based Multi-View Video Codec 
Using Frame Interleaving Technique 
Presenter: Bruhanth Mallik 

Authors: Bruhanth Mallik; Akbar Sheikh Akbari 

 
#1570297138 

The Development of an Image Detection 
System Based on the Extraction of 
Colour Gradient Co-occurrence Matrix 
(CGCM) Features 
Presenter: Ahd Aljarf 

Authors: Ahd Aljarf; Saad Amin; John Filippas; James 

K Shuttleworth 

 

#1570297571 
The Effects of Premature Birth on 
Children Education 

Presenter: Mohammed Khalaf 

Authors: Wafaa Salih; Abir J Hussain; Jan Lunn; 

Mohammed Khalaf; Paul Fergus; Hanaa Saleh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

SESSION 5B:  
E-SYSTEMS ENGINEERING IV 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
14.40-16.50, Lecture Theatre D 
Chair: Dr Ah-lian Kor / Dr Sheikh Akbari 
 
#1570295842 

A Study Into Detecting Anomalous 
Behaviours Within HealthCare 
Infrastructures 
Presenter: Aaron Boddy 

Authors: Aaron Boddy; William Hurst; Michael 

Mackay; Abdennour El Rhalibi 

 
#1570300099 

Max-RGB Based Colour Constancy Using 
the Sub-blocks of the Image 
Presenter: Md. Akmol Hussain 

Authors: Md. Akmol Hussain; Akbar Sheikh Akbari 

 
#157028555 

Mapping Security Requirements of 
Mobile Health Systems Into Software 
Development Lifecycle 
Presenter: Majid A. Al-Taee 

Authors: Majid A. Al-Taee; Waleed Al-Nuaimy; Zahra 

Muhsin; Ali Al-Ataby; Ahmad Al-Taee 

 
#1570300199 

E-Learning: Implications for Higher 
Education Assessment Strategy 
Presenter: Dilshad Sarwar 

Authors: Dilshad Sarwar; Amin Hosseinian-Far 

 
#1570293556 
Development of A "PharmaComm" Serious 
Game for Teaching Pharmacist 
Communication and Drug Administration 
in a Virtual Hospital Setting 
Presenter: René Lambertsen 

Authors: René Lambertsen; Stephen Tang; Jonathan 

Davies; Charles Morecroft 

 
#1570297024 
Seamless LTE-WiFi Architecture for 
Offloading the Overloaded LTE with 
Efficient UE Authentication 
Presenter: Ali Alfoudi 

Authors: Gyu Myoung Lee; Ali Alfoudi 
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Paper Abstracts 

DAY 1: WEDNESDAY 31ST AUGUST 2016 
 

SESSION 1A: SPECIAL SESSION: BIG DATA IN E-SYSTEMS 
10.45-12.15, Lecture Theatre 1 

Chair: William Hurst 
Assistant Chair: Carl Chalmers 

 
As e-Systems develop and become more intelligent and adaptive, analysing their behaviour 
to detect security anomalies or predict future demands is becoming more challenging. It is 
now more common than ever to deal with extremely large datasets. The heterogeneity, volume 
and speed of data generation are increasing rapidly. Furthermore, securing such systems is 
a challenge. Adaptive systems must be employed and existing methods built upon to provide 
well-structured defence in depth. Despite the clear need to develop effective protection 
methods, the task is a difficult one, as there are significant weaknesses in the existing 
security currently in place. 
 
#1570297886  

Statistical Analysis Methods for Interdependency Communication in Distributed 
Systems 

 

Critical infrastructure assets contribute to the economy and society as a whole. Their impact on the 

security, economy and health sector are extremely vital. However, their increasing complexity has led to 

the creation of direct and indirect interdependent connections amongst the infrastructure groupings. In 

this paper, the development of a distributed support system is presented. The system employs behaviour 

analysis techniques to support interconnected infrastructures and distribute security advice throughout a 

distributed system of systems. The approach put forward is tested through a statistical analysis approach 

in order to investigate the cascading failure effect whilst taking into count the independent variables. 

 

Sahar Badri (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

William Hurst (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Paul Fergus (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)    

 

#1570295481  

Adding a Third Dimension to BPMN as a means of Representing Cyber Security 
Requirements 

 

Every so often a paper is published presenting a new extension for modelling cyber security requirements 

in Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). The frequent production of new extensions by experts 

belies the need for a richer and more usable representation of security requirements in BPMN processes. In 

this paper, we present our work considering an analysis of existing extensions and identify the notational 

issues present within each of them. We discuss how there is as yet no single extension which represents a 

comprehensive range of cyber security concepts. Consequently there is no adequate solution for accurately 

specifying cyber security requirements within BPMN. In order to address this, we investigate a new 

approach to modelling security and propose a solution which aims to overcome current issues whilst still 

providing functionality to include all concepts potentially modellable in BPMN related to cyber security. 

We explain how our solution takes a novel approach to current challenges that is both effective and with 

adequate coverage of the cyber security domain.  

 

Curtis Maines (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Bo Zhou (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Stephen Tang (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Qi Shi (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   
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#1570294544  

Cyber Security Risk Evaluation Research Based on Entropy Weight Method 
 

The risk assessment of any Network or Security systems has a high level of uncertainties because usually 

probability and statistics were used to evaluate the security of different cyber security systems. In this 

paper, we will use Shannon entropy to represent the uncertainty of information used to calculate systems 

risk and entropy weight method since the weight of the object index is normally used and point to the 

significant components of the index. We evaluate the risk of security systems in term of different security 

layers and protections. The information system is analysed by perimeter, network, host, application and 

data layers' protections. The capability of protections is measured by introducing the concept of protection 

effectiveness. We write the security evaluations algorithm to normalized the protection matrix and 

calculate the entropy and the entropy weight, then we will use the weight and paths to evaluate and 

calculate the total risk in the system and give the systems administrator a clear guidance on the vulnerable 

security entities. We try to develop a novel approach to evaluate the cyber security suitable for the majority 

of cyber systems by introduce the term of security entities.  
 

Thaier Hamid (London School of Commerce & Bedfordshire University, United Kingdom)  

Dhiya Al-Jumeily (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)     

 
#1570296500  

Generating A Novel Scene-Graph Structure for a Modern GIS Rendering Framework 

 

Within this paper we discuss and present a novel modern 3D Geographical Information System (GIS) 

framework Project-Vision-Support (PVS). The framework is capable of processing large amounts of geo-

spatial data to procedurally extract, extrapolate, and infer properties to create realistic real-world 3D virtual 

urban environments. The paper focuses on the generation of a novel scene-graph structure used in a 

number of algorithms and novel procedures for the increased rendering speeds of large virtual scenes and 

the increased processing capabilities as well as ease of use to manipulate a worlds worth of data. The scene-

graph structure, made of two sections, depicts the spatial boundaries of the UKs Ordnance Survey (OS) 

scheme down to 1km2. Each 1km2 node contains the second section of the scene-graph structure, 

generated from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) classifications; involving buildings, highways, amenities, 

boundaries, and terrain. Leaf nodes contain the model mesh data. Generation of the spatial scene-graph for 

the UK takes 7.99 seconds for 6,313,150 nodes. The scene-graph structure allows for fast dispersal of 

render states, as well as scene manipulation by pre-categorising the data into branches of the scene-graph 

structure.  

 

David Tully (University of Liverpool John Moores, United Kingdom)  

Abdennour El Rhalibi (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Christopher Carter (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Sudirman Sudirman (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   
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#1570294019  

Features of Reputed Users in eWOM Using Evolutionary Computation 
 

Electronic Word-of-Mouth (eWOM) communities has popularized during the last years as communities 

where people share their online reviews about any type of product or services. Though the interactions 

with other users, people reach a reputation within the community that make their reviews more trustable. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the main patterns of activity that characterizes reputed users. Due 

to the size of eWOM communities, an evolutionary computation algorithm such as Particle Swarm 

Optimizacion (PSO) will be used to obtain their main activity features. Obtained results can help to better 

understand the mechanism of trust in eWOM communities and also to avoid the manipulation of reputation.

  

Rocio Martinez-Torres (University of Seville, Spain)  

Sergio Toral (University of Seville & E. S. Ingenieros, Spain)  

Maria Olmedilla (University of Seville, Spain)  

Francisco Jose Arenas-Marquez (University of Seville, Spain)  

 

 
#1570294735  

Data Traffic Model in Machine to Machine Communications Over 5G Network Slicing 

  

The recent advancements in cellular communication domain have resulted in the emergence of Machine-

to-Machine applications, in support of the wide range and coverage provision, low costs, and high mobility. 

5G network standards represent a promising technology to support future of Machine-to-Machine data 

traffic. In recent years, Human-Type-Communication traffic has seen exponential growth over cellular 

networks, which resulted in increasing the capacity and higher data rates. These networks are expected to 

face challenges such as explosion the data traffic due to future of smart devices data traffic with various 

Quality of Service requirements. This paper proposes a novel data traffic aggregation model and algorithm 

along with a new 5G network slicing based on classification and measuring the data traffic to satisfy Quality 

of Service for smart systems in a smart city environment. In our proposal, 5G radio resources are efficiently 

utilized the smallest unit of a physical resource block in a relay node by aggregating the data traffic of 

several Machine-to-Machine devices as separate slices based on Quality of Service for each application. 

OPNET is used to assess the performance of the proposed model. The simulated 5G data traffic classes 

include file transfer protocol, voice over IP, and video users.  

 

Mohammed Dighriri (Liverpool John Moores University & Liverpool John Moorse  

University, United Kingdom)  

Gyu Myoung Lee (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Thar Baker (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   
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SESSION 1B: SPECIAL SESSION: E-SPORT AND EXERCISE SCIENCE 
10.45-12.15, Lecture Theatre 2 

Chair: Tom O’Brien 
 

Sport and exercise science is a rapidly growing and wide ranging multi-disciplinary field. 
As the complexity of the questions being asked have increased, so too have the data 
acquisition and analysis techniques. As such, sport science is now an emerging field 
utilising analytics so that sports performance can be maximised, injury risk reduced and 
the health and wellbeing of patients and the whole population improved. The Research 
Institute for Sport and Exercise Sciences (RISES) at Liverpool John Moores are at the 
forefront of the “big data” evolution in the field. In this session three experts from 
RISES will introduce how their distinct areas are currently utilising analytical techniques 
to advance the field and what challenges they continue to face. A panel discussion will 
follow to allow the presenters and audience opportunities to share ideas and explore 
solutions that might help sport science to take another leap forwards. It is hoped that 
meaningful collaborations may grow out of this session.  
 
 

Speaker: Dr. Lynne Boddy 

Reader in Children’s Physical Activity 

 

Objective assessments of physical activity: issues and opportunities 

 

Lynne is a Reader in Children's Physical Activity based at the Physical Activity 

Exchange within the Research Institute for Sport and Exercise Sciences. After 

working in research in the NHS Lynne returned to Liverpool John Moores University 

to complete her PhD at the School of Sport and Exercise Sciences. Concurrently she 

worked as a researcher for a number of years in the Faculty of Education, 

Community and Leisure and the School of Sport and Exercise Sciences before being 

appointed as a Lecturer/Senior Lecturer within the School. Lynne is involved in a 

number of research programmes within the Physical Activity Exchange including 

population level fitness and physical activity surveillance studies, projects 

investigating the links between fitness, physical activity and disease risk, physical 

activity interventions (CHANGE!) and novel work investigating and promoting physical activity in children 

with intellectual disabilities. 
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Speaker: Dr. Mark Robinson 

Senior Lecturer in Biomechanics 

 

Big data challenges in the monitoring of biomechanical loads in football players 

 

Mark is currently a Senior Lecturer in Biomechanics and Programme Leader for the 

BSc(Hons) Sport and Exercise Sciences degree. He completed his undergraduate 

degree (2003), masters degree (2004) and doctorate (2011) in the School of Sport 

and Exercise Sciences, LJMU. He has a postgraduate certificate in Learning and 

Teaching in Higher Education, is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy and is 

a STEM ambassador.  

 

Mark’s research interests are related to musculoskeletal loading, injury and 

impairment in the lower limbs, specifically during dynamic activities. Of particular 

interest are knee injuries, player loading in soccer and gait. His research also 

includes the development of Statistical Parametric Mapping as a method to provide biomechanists with the 

appropriate statistical tools and techniques for analysing complex biomechanical data. He has published 

>30 journal articles in these areas since 2012 and was awarded a UEFA Research Grant in 2014 

 

Speaker: Dr. Allistair McRobert 

Senior Lecturer in Sports Performance analysis 

 

Attacking and defensive styles of play in soccer: analysis of Spanish and English elite 

teams 
 
Allistair is a senior lecturer of Performance Analysis within the School of Sport and 

Exercise Sciences. He obtained his undergraduate degree in Sport and Exercise 

Science (coaching route) and masters’ degree in Sport and Exercise Science from the 

University of Teesside. He completed his doctoral degree in Skill Acquisition at 

Liverpool John Moores University. His thesis examined perceptual-cognitive skills 

and its development in expert performers across sporting and medical domains. In 

addition, he has a number of years experience working as a performance analyst 

with elite young football players.  

 

Allistair is an active member of the Football Exchange; an internal organisation that strategically directs all 

of the football-related teaching, research and consultancy activity within the School of Sport and Exercise 

Sciences. He is responsible for the match/performance analysis division of the organisation and 

coordinates all activity that involves professional clubs, governing bodies and key industry partners.  

 

Allistair’s research interests are in the areas of: a) expert performance, its attributes and its acquisition or 

development in sport and medicine; and b) match/performance analysis in football and other sports. He 

has published on these topics and regularly presents his work at national and international conferences. 

Allistair is a member of the Expert Performance and Learning Unit within the Research Institute for Sport 

and Exercise Sciences (RISES), the Expertise and Skill Acquisition Network (ESAN), and the Journal of Sports 

Sciences Editorial Advisory Board for the Performance Analysis section.  
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#1570286634  

Automatic Feature Learning Method for Detection of Retinal Landmarks 
 

This paper presents an automatic deep learning method for location detection of important retinal 

landmarks, the fovea and optic disc (OD) in digital fundus retinal images with the potential for use in an 

automated screening and grading system. The proposed method is based on deep convolutional neural 

networks (CNN) and does not depend the visual appearance or anatomical features of the retinal landmarks. 

It comprises convolution, max-pooling, fully connected and dropout layers as well as an output layer. The 

CNN is trained using an existing dataset images along with their annotated locations of the foveal and OD 

centres. Performance of the network is evaluated using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The developed 

feature learning-based approach presents promising system for retinal landmarks detection.  

 

Baidaa Al-Bander (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Waleed Al-Nuaimy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Majid A. Al-Taee (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Ali Al-Ataby (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Yalin Zheng (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom) 

 
#1570293597  

Visual Augmentation Glasses for People with Impaired Vision 

  

This paper presents the preliminary design and development of a set visual augmentation glasses with the 

potential to assist people with varying degrees of loss of vision. The wearable spectacles are intended to 

be non-obstructive, and therefore employs a Transparent OLED display providing 360o viewing angles and 

creating an assistive overlay rather than the simulated view of a Virtual Reality (VR) device. Several aspects 

regarding the software have been achieved, including a functional operating system running on an 

embedded device, the Jetson TK1, face detection and eye tracking and hand-gesture recognition and 

control. Preliminary hardware design for the glasses has also been developed. The results of the testes 

have been promising, with considerable challenges remaining in the development of the visual perception 

aspects of the proposed visual aid  

 

Ali Al-Ataby (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Ola Younis (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Waleed Al-Nuaimy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Majid A. Al-Taee (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Baidaa Al-Bander (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  
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#1570304208  

Design of a 0D Image-Based Coronary Blood Flow Model 
 

This research is concerned with the development of a simulation framework for coronary blood flow 

studies in the context of computing physiologically realistic flow patterns in arterial trees segmented from 

medical images. The classical blood flow models are implemented in 3D domain based on computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) methods and are characterized by extremely high computational resource 

requirements. The alternative solution of using 1D and 0D blood flow modeling methods has an advantage 

of the significantly lower computational costs and simulation time at the expense of the reduced spatial 

dimension. At the same time, in the case of complex image-based vascular geometries with multiple 

branches, the accurate spatial referencing is required for the analysis of computed flow features. This work 

proposes a novel approach for spatially extended 0D blood flow simulations in patient-specific coronary 

arteries. The underlying principle is based on the application of the universal methods of lumped-

parameter modeling based on the electrical-hydraulic analogy for prediction of flow patterns within the 3D 

vessel lumen reconstructed from Coronary Computed Tomography (CT) datasets. The complex 3D artery 

geometry is represented through a series of simple 0D model elements. The framework is exemplified 

through the paradigm of a single arterial branch.  

 

Alena Uus (City University London, United Kingdom)  

Panagiotis Liatsis (Petroleum Institute, United Arab Emirates (UAE))    

 
#1570293571  

Identification and Extraction of New Feature for Zebrafish Discrimination 

  

Physical tagging for animals has been a key requirement to discriminate their individuality. However, in 

small swimming animals like zebrafish, physical tagging is considered a painful, costly and a time-

consuming process. In this paper, a computer-vision based method for identifying and extracting of a new 

feature in zebrafish (Danio rerio) is proposed as an alternative to the physical tagging. The proposed 

method depends on the extraction of a blue stripes pattern exists around the central left or right side of 

the fish. The region of interest is initially identified using various image preprocessing steps including 

segmentation of the fish object, center finding and cropping. The default RGB colour of the identified area 

is transformed into a lab colour space (also called CIELAB space), which provides an enhanced pixel-level 

presentation for the colour of the area of interest. Next, a K-means clustering with 2 main clusters of colours 

is used to extract the pattern of blue stripes of the object under study. The obtained results from this pilot 

study with a relatively small dataset showed that the patterns of blue stripes vary from one object to 

another. Thus, they are considered as a promising fingerprint for zebrafish.  

 

Qussay Al-Jubouri (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Waleed Al-Nuaimy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Majid A. Al-Taee (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Iain Young (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Hilal Al-Libawy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Bayan Al-Saaidah (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  
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#1570297611  

Development of a Holistic Health Economic Evaluation Tool Leveraging Patient 
Self-Report 

 

As the prevalence of long term conditions increases, there is a demand for transformation from reactive 

health care systems, to prevention and self-care in the community. Patient reported outcome measures are 

growing in popularity as a method of obtaining health status and response to intervention. However, they 

are primarily focused on physical health, collecting less information about important mental and social 

determinants of health. Today technology presents a platform for patients to track these outcomes 

remotely and frequently, gathering rich information about oneself which could not comparably be collected 

in such depth during physician consultations. This paper discusses the importance of health reporting 

tools for promotion of enhanced clinical and self-care. Secondly it demonstrates a case study of how the 

determinants of physical, mental and social health were selected in the development of a health reporting 

tool, and associated events and interventions.  

 

Faye Prior (Rescon Limited, United Kingdom) 

Tom Dawson (Rescon Limited, United Kingdom)   

 

#1570294685  

Fatigue Detection Method Based on Smartphone Text Entry Performance Metrics 

 

Workplace fatigue increases the risk of injuries or other accidents, and there is growing interest in 

developing means for the early detection of the signs of exhaustion. The ubiquity of smartphone use with 

integrated sensors allows the possibility of detecting the early signs of fatigue. Typing, chatting, Internet 

surfing and track-screen gestures are the most common tasks done by smartphone users in a daily manner. 

These tasks can be used to detect human fatigue in a non-intrusive way. This paper presents a human 

fatigue detection method based on virtual keyboard timing metrics which is calculated from smartphone 

text entry. This is achieved by using smartphone application that records keystroke events time and uses 

them as metrics to identify whether the user is fatigued or alert. Text entry error rate is considered as a 

type of psychomotor measures for fatigue/ alertness is utilised as a ground-truth metric in this study. A 

binary classifier based on support vector machine (SVM) classifier is suggested to identify the 

fatigue/alertness status of users participated in this study. The obtained results showed that the suggested 

method is highly accurate. The promising findings will facilitate the development of a low-cost and non-

intrusive mobile instrument for fatigue/alertness detection.  

 

Hilal Al-Libawy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Ali Al-Ataby (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Waleed Al-Nuaimy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Majid A. Al-Taee (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Qussay Al-Jubouri (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  
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#1570294187  

A Survey on Urban Traffic Optimisation for Sustainable and Resilient 
Transportation Network 

 

Nowadays, sustainability and resilience have become a major consideration that cannot be 

neglected in urban development. People are starting to consider utilizing the urban infrastructure 

environment to maintain and improve the functionality and availability of the urban system when 

unexpected events take place. Traffic congestion is always a major issue in urban planning, 

especially when the vehicles in the roadway keep growing and the local authorities are lack of 

solutions to manage or distribute the traffics in the city. It has huge impact on urban 

sustainability and resilience such as overload of the city's infrastructure, and air pollution, etc. 

This paper presents a survey on the challenges of developing sustainable and resilient 

transportation networks and the current urban traffic optimisation methods, as a possible 

solution to address such challenges. It aims to describe and define the state of the art on the 

research on sustainable and resilient transportation networks in urban development and a 

taxonomy of different traffic optimisation methods used for avoiding traffic congestion and 

improve urban traffic management.  

 

Song Sang Koh (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Bo Zhou (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Zaili Yang (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Po Yang (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

 
#1570295895  

Scenario Generation with Cellular Automaton for Game-based Crisis Simulation 
System 

 
Crisis is infrequent and unpredictable event which is challenging to prepare and resolve. Scenario 

generation for modelling a crisis using computational approach is preferable due to its flexibility in 

automated producing variation of scenario based on different setup key factors. Combining with game 

technology, serious-game game can be developed to provide potential support in training and simulating 

practice of real-world crisis situation to different stakeholders. In this paper, we aim to propose a 

framework implementing cellular automaton technique to provide automated generation of a crisis 

scenario for fire domain with agent simulation and consolidate the existing game-based technology for 

visualization and analysis.  

  

Pisit Praiwattana (Liverpool John Moores University & Mahidol University, United Kingdom)  

Abdennour El Rhalibi (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  
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#1570296188  

Simulation of Area of Interest Management for Massively Multiplayer Online Games 
Using OPNET 

 

In recent years, there has been an important growth of online gaming. Today's Massively Multiplayer Online 

Games (MMOGs) can contain millions of synchronous players scattered across the world and participating with 

each other within a single shared game. The increase in the number of players in Massively Multiplayer Online 

Games has led to some issues with the demand of server which generates a significant increase in costs for the 

game industry and impacts to the quality of service offered to players. With the number of players gradually 

increasing, servers still need to work efficiently under heavy load and, new researches are required to improve 

the established MMOG system architectures. In dealing with a considerable scale of massively multiplayer online 

games, several client-server and peer-to-peer solutions have been proposed. Although they have improved the 

scalability of MMOGs in different degrees, they faced new serious challenges in interest management. In this 

paper, we propose a novel static area of interest management in order to reduce the delay and traffic of MMOGs. 

We propose to use OPNET Modeler 18.0, and in particular the custom application to simulate the new architecture, 

which required the implementation of new nodes models and behaviours in the simulator to emulate correctly 

the new architecture. The scenarios include both client-server and hybrid P2P system to evaluate the 

communication of games with (125, 500, and 1000) peers. The simulation results show that area of interest 

management for MMOGs based on the hybrid P2P architectures have low delay and traffic received compared 

with MMOGs based on client-server system.  

 

Sarmad Abdulazeez (Liverpool John Moores, United Kingdom)  

Abdennour El Rhalibi (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Dhiya Al-Jumeily (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   

 
#1570297138  

Multimedia File Signature Analysis for Smartphone Forensics 

  

With the emergence of smartphones and the widespread use of social media services, distribution of 

multimedia files over the Internet, and using mobile phones, has increased exponentially over the past few 

years. A significant number of cybercrimes pertain to illicit possession, modification, and distribution of 

multimedia files. The use of smartphones for this purpose makes these mobile phones rich sources of 

evidence. Therefore, it is crucial for forensic examiners to have the capability of recovering, analysing, and 

authenticating the source of multimedia contents stored on these devices. This paper focuses on the 

analysis of multimedia files created on the most popular smartphones in order to ascertain the source and 

examine whether the files are original or edited through these devices. The popular smartphones brands 

analysed in this paper include iPhone 5, iPhone 6, Blackberry Z10, Samsung Galaxy Note 3, Nokia Lumia 

930, and Lenovo A536. Experimental results on all these brands are also presented.  

 

Duaa AbuHamdi (Zayed University, United Arab Emirates (UAE))  

Farkhund Iqbal (Zayed University, United Arab Emirates (UAE))  

Thar Baker (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Babar Shah (Zayed University, United Arab Emirates (UAE))  
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#1570300200  

Best Practice Guidelines for Technology Enhanced E-Learning 

 

This paper discusses effective teaching techniques for online courses. We present and summarise our 

experience of online teaching techniques that are currently adopted in our teaching. Our approach consists 

of five main principles: online resources, course structure, course participation technique, student-centred 

interaction for learning, and online assessments. We believe student-centred interactions will enhance their 

learning experience much more effectively when studying online courses. However there are difficulties 

for online professors to facilitate such interactions and to make assessments. We propose a number of key 

teaching strategies to support students learning by using online technology. They are based on guidelines 

on effective teaching techniques, content preparation & management, course structuring, existing 

standards, assessment, and evaluation.  

  

Muthu Ramachandran (Leeds Beckett University, United Kingdom)  

 

 
#1570300097  

Colour Constancy Using K-means Clustering Algorithm 

 

Colour cast is the ambient presence of unwanted colour in digital images due to the source illuminant while 

colour constancy is the ability to perceive colors of object, invariant to the colour of the source illuminant. 

Existing statistic based colour constancy methods use whole image pixel values for illuminant estimation. 

However, not every region of an image contains reliable colour information. Therefore, the presence of 

large uniform colour patches within the image considerably deteriorates the performance of colour 

constancy algorithms. This paper presents an algorithm to alleviate the biasing effect of the uniform colour 

patches of the colour constancy compensation techniques. It employs the k-means clustering algorithm to 

segment image areas according to their colour information. The Average Absolute Difference (AAD) of each 

colour component of the segment is calculated and used to identify and exclude segments with uniform 

colour information from being used for colour constancy adjustments. Experimental results were generated 

using three benchmark datasets and compared with the state of the art techniques. Results show the 

proposed technique outperforms existing techniques in the presence of the uniform colour patches and 

similar to Grey World method in the absent o uniform colour patches.  

 

Md. Akmol Hussain (Leeds Beckett University, United Kingdom)  

Akbar Sheikh Akbari (Leeds Beckett University, United Kingdom)  

Ahmad Ghaffari (Leeds Beckett University, United Kingdom)  
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#1570299857  

Skype Presentation: Adaptive Cell Classifier for Remote E-Lab Experiments Based 
on Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System 

 

Practical experimentation and observations play an essential role in the experience of learning. And several 

emerging remote-labs are making the best use of the internet to achieve a better experience for the students 

through providing several real experiments from a website. The field of biotechnology involves several 

experiments that involves living cells manipulation for analysis and understanding. In this study, an 

adaptive living cell classifier is proposed through the remote e-lab technology. The classifier is able to 

distinguish between several types of cells. Furthermore, the classifier continuously learns through utilizing 

each new input image to train and improve its adaptive-neuro fuzzy (ANFIS) classifier for better decisions 

in the future. The results achieved from the proposed system are promising and opens the door for further 

experiments implementation along this field.  

 

Verena Samuel (German University in Cairo, Egypt)     

 
#1570292075  

Regularization Based Modified SART Iterative Method for CT Image Reconstruction 

  

Simultaneous algebraic reconstruction Technique (SART) based iterative method play a major role in the 

quality of images reconstructed by Computed Tomography (CT). The basic limitations associated with this 

method include slow convergence, poor visual quality and ill-posedness. To address these drawbacks, SART 

iterative method is modified in two steps. The first step removes the issue of slow convergence and poor 

visual quality by incorporating one-step-late (OSL) technique in SART referred as modified SART 

(SART+OSL). The result of first step undergoes in Anisotropic Diffusion (AD) as regularization prior to tackle 

with illposedness issue. To evaluate the proposed method, both qualitative and quantitative studies were 

conducted and results were compared with existing methods using two different simulated test phantoms. 

Experimental results show that the proposed model yields significant gain in terms of visual reconstructed 

image quality and noise suppression.  

  

Karm Veer Arya (ABV-Indian Institute of Information Technology & Management, India)  

Yadunath Pathak (ABV-IIITM, India)  

Shailendra Tiwari (ABV-Indian Institute of Information Technology & Management Gwalior, India)   
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#1570296058  

Complex Event Processing in e-Services 

  

On one hand, today's communities, such as smart regions, undergo continuous development and change.E-

services, in particular those relating to ICT-operated infrastructures, form the backbone of those 

communities. They need to be highly responsive, and react in a context-sensitive and informed way to 

events occurring in the environment. On the other hand, ICT-based services increasingly propagate in a 

concentrated way to a variety of infrastructures and become inherent parts of societal systems. Thereby, 

the complexity of the corresponding ICT architecture steadily increases. This trend conflicts with the 

flexible adaptation of ICT and the controllability of processes and underlying service architectures by 

humans. It requires rethinking the way ICT-based services are organized. In this contribution, we describe 

how event-based systems can become integral part of an actor-driven architecture based on subject-

oriented representations. The approach is grounded on communication patterns between acting entities 

(artefacts or humans), allowing to implement service infrastructures in a federated while adaptable way. 

Due to the capability to execute models without further transformation, each representation can be 

validated before being put to operation, and software agents can be assigned in a flexible way. Due to the 

straightforward modeling scheme, stakeholders can be qualified to control and (re-)design complex service 

infrastructures.  

 

Christian Stary (Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria)  

Albert Fleischmann (Interaktiv Expert, Germany)  

Werner Schmidt (Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt, Germany)      

 
#1570300099  

Max-RGB Based Colour Constancy Using the Sub-blocks of the Image 

 

Colour constancy refers to the task of revealing the true colour of an object despite ambient presence of 

intrinsic illuminant. The performance of most of the existing colour constancy algorithms are deteriorated 

when image contains a big patch of uniform colour. This paper presents a Max-RGB based colour constancy 

adjustment method using the sub-blocks of the image to significantly reduce the effect of the large uniform 

colour area of the scene on colour constancy adjustment of the image. The proposed method divides the 

input image into a number of non-overlapping blocks and computes the Average Absolute Difference (AAD) 

value of each block's colour component. The blocks with the AADs greater than threshold values are 

considered having sufficient colour variation to be used for colour constancy adjustment. The Max-RGB 

algorithm is then applied to the selected blocks' pixels to calculate colour constancy scaling factors for the 

whole image. Evaluations of the performance of the proposed method on images of three benchmark 

datasets show that the proposed method outperforms the state of the art techniques in the presence of 

large uniform colour patches. 

 

Md. Akmol Hussain (Leeds Beckett University, United Kingdom)  

Akbar Sheikh Akbari (Leeds Beckett University, United Kingdom)    
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#1570307189  

A Robust Feature Selection Algorithm 
 

The paper proposes a novel feature selection algorithm based on the density function of features. Density 

difference between features for paired classes is used for assigning weights to the features. Existing 

methods select only those features that can distinguish between all classes at the same time. A new filter 

based feature selection method termed as Paired Class Density Difference with Inconsistency (PCDDI) is 

proposed in this paper. It can be used for a multi-class problem. This approach selects those features that 

distinguish between few classes but still play an important role in classification. Inconsistency measure is 

used in order to remove redundancy in the selected feature set. Classification accuracy of the proposed 

method is compared with that obtained using existing filter based feature selection methods on UCI 

machine learning repository datasets and on manual segmentation data provided by NIST. Increased 

classification accuracy for PCDDI shows that the concept of using density difference to assign feature 

weight is a significant contribution.  

 

Chandra B (Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, India) 

 
#1570302725  
A Computational Study Into the Influence of Cold Film on Can Combustor Annulus 

Flow   
 

The computational fluid dynamics using CFD codes is one the convenient tools to analyze the fluid flow 

and heat transfer and to minimize the testing cost and efforts. This paper focuses on a computational study 

of the cold film flow in annulus with heat transfer from liner wall of can combustor could be used in power 

gas station. The Computational results have been validated with the experimental data .Two numerical 

models (RNG, SST) are used to investigate the air flow in annulus with heat transfer to study the annulus 

flow behavior. Temperature distribution along liner wall, cooling effectiveness cold film and turbulent 

intensity have been taken into account. The result show that these CFD models are good tools to investigate 

the heat transfer with air flow in the combustor .The RNG and SST model give different about 6% for 

effectiveness factor. 

 

Dhirgham Alkhafagiy (Babylon University, Iraq) 

Amal .A. H (Babylon University, Iraq)  
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#1570297578  

Correlation Based Extreme Learning Machine 
 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a generalized single hidden layer feed forward network in which 

weights and biases between the input layer and hidden layer are randomly assigned whereas, the weights 

between the hidden layer and the output layer are analytically determined. The optimal number of 

hidden neurons in ELM is evaluated by varying the number of hidden neurons in some range. Most of the 

recently published articles, quote the number of hidden neurons at which the ELM gives the maximum 

testing accuracy. Ideally, the model should not be selected using the testing accuracy because testing 

dataset is unseen. Selecting the number of hidden neurons by observing the training accuracy might be 

misleading as solution with higher training accuracy might suffers from overfitting. In this work, we have 

developed a variant of ELM which does not required manual tuning of the number of hidden neurons. The 

proposed ELM variant also has a minimum network structure, with slightly less testing performance 

compared to original ELM. In original ELM highest testing performance is quoted without any description 

to select the optimal number of hidden neurons. The proposed ELM variant initially set the number of 

hidden neurons to higher value and then removes the highly correlated hidden neurons to minimize the 

network structure.  

 

Sanyam Shukla (MANIT, Bhopal, India)  

Ram Yadav (Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal, India)  

Lokesh Naktode (India, India) 
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Smart sensor systems are becoming well established outside of the research development domain, to the 

point that it is difficult to imagine, for example, effective environmental monitoring, forensic analysis, or 

even a routine health check without them. A broad range of industries also benefit from wireless sensors 

networks due to their ability to simply add remote sensing points, without the cost of running wires, which 

results in numerous advantages including energy and material savings, process improvements, labour 

savings, and productivity increases. These sensors are also becoming an important part in areas such as 

agriculture, health monitoring, and even in natural disaster relief missions and smart sustainable cities. 

For example, wireless sensor networks allow continuous health monitoring of vulnerable patients, such as 

elderly and people with dementia. Vital information on patients health indicators can be collected, 

processed and delivered in real time to a medical or care person in charge, so that immediate actions can 

be taken if necessary. This approach not only saves billions of pounds to a national healthcare provides, 

but also offers better quality of service and even saves lives. 

 
#1570294482  

Low-Frequency Capacitive Sensing for Environmental Monitoring of Water Pollution 
with Residual Antibiotics 

 

The intensive use of antibiotics for human treatment and disease prevention in livestock and agriculture 

has led to the global threat of antibiotic resistance. To prevent the contamination of antibiotic residues 

through wastewater treatment plants, this paper assesses the feasibility of using UV-Vis spectrophotometer 

and low-frequency impedance analysis for detecting specific antibiotics in water. The change in the optical 

absorbance recorded with the spectrophotometer and the change in the values of capacitance recorded 

using impedance analyzer were dependent on the type of antibiotic and its concentration in water. The 

efficiency of the sensing methods in detecting different antibiotics at different concentrations is analyzed 

throughout the paper.  

 

Matteo Soprani (Liverpool John Moores University)  

Olga Korostynska (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Alex Mason (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  
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Ahmed I Al-Shamma'a (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Magomed Muradov (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Veronica Sberveglieri (CNR-INO Sensor Lab, Italy)  

Estefania Nunez Carmona (University of Brescia, Italy)  

Giorgio Sberveglieri (University of Brescia, Italy) 
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#1570294673  

Detection of Heparin Level in Blood Using Electromagnetic Wave Spectroscopy 

 

This work presents a novel application of electromagnetic wave sensor in healthcare domain. Clotting of 

blood, also known as coagulation is a serious concern giving rise to cardiovascular disorders. Venous 

thromboembolism, clot formation of blood within veins, blocks sufficient amount of blood from reaching 

different parts of the body, like arms and legs. Similar phenomenon occurring in arteries, arterial 

thrombosis, can cause heart attacks or brain strokes from preventing enough quantity of blood circulating 

through brain and heart. Heparin is an important drug used to avoid certain clotting of blood, during or 

after surgical operations where there are more chances of such formation due to cuts being made into body 

organs. In this work, a bespoke planar electromagnetic wave sensor, designed to resonate in a specific 

manner, was used to detect heparin level in blood samples. The hairpin resonator sensor was able to 

distinguish between varying concentrations of heparin in fixed volume of blood by means of 

electromagnetic wave spectroscopy. This real-time and non-invasive monitoring of blood, containing 

heparin, can aid towards administration of correct doses of heparin and to ensure that they are maintained 

in a controlled manner.  

  

Keyur Joshi (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Majida Al-Manasra (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Alex Mason (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Olga Korostynska (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Andrew Powell (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Montserrat Ortoneda-Pedrola (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Ahmed I Al-Shamma'a (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   

 
#1570307188  

A Computational Investigation of a Turbulent Flow Over a Backward Facing Step 
with OpenFOAM 

 

A computational fluid dynamics study of three-dimensional turbulent flow over a backward facing step is 

presented. An available experimental study is investigated computationally using an open source tool. The 

wall static pressure distribution, the skin friction distribution and the reattachment length have been 

calculated and compared with the experimental data. Two different mathematical models were 

implemented using the OpenFOAM computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package. The long term goals for 

this research are to investigate and actively control the wake dynamics behind the step which will be useful 

to study the wake characteristics behind different types of bodies. 

   

Hayder Al-Jelawy (The University of Northampton, United Kingdom)  

Dhirgham Alkhafagiy (Babylon University, Iraq)  
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#1570294141  

Towards A Canonical Particle Swarm Optimized Direct Least Squares Prioritization 
Method for Ratio Pairwise Comparison: An Application of Mutual Fund Selection 

 

Pairwise comparison is a popular method for decision making. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is based 

on pairwise comparison (PC), which the rating results of PC forms pairwise reciprocal matrices (PRM) further 

to be derived as the priority values by the Eigen method. Prioritization method using Eigen method is still 

open to discuss, although many applications using this method in AHP have been made. This study 

proposes the Canonical Particle Swarm Optimized Direct Least Squares Prioritization (CPSO-DLSP) method 

for deriving the priority values from a PRM. The direct least squares function leads to the least total square 

variance between ground PRM and the derived priority values. The Canonical Particle Swarm Optimization 

(CPSO) algorithm is one of the promising methods to effectively solve the direct least squares optimization 

problem. An application of mutual fund selection using the conventional AHP method is revised and 

demonstrated by the proposed method.  

 

Kevin Kam Fung Yuen (Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, P.R. China)  

 

 

 

 

#1570294667  

POSTER: X-ray Fluorescent Method of Heavy Metals Detection in Soils of Mining and 
Chemical Enterprises 

  

This work reports on using X-ray fluorescent method to detect heavy metals in soils of Rozdil State Mining and Chemical 

Enterprise Sirka, which is included in a list of the top 100 companies for causing environmental pollution in Ukraine. 

This work has established qualitative and quantitative composition of chemical elements in the soils near to flotation 

tailings using the X-ray fluorescent analyzer. The metal content was defined in soils near flotation tailings, including: 

- Zinc, Arsenic (Class 1, high risk). - Nickel, Copper, Chrome, Manganese (Class 2, moderate risk). - Iron, Strontium 

(Class 3, low risk). As a result of laboratory tests it was found that with increasing distance from the pollutants the 

amount of heavy metals in the soil decreases. Beginning from a distance of 10 m and more have disappeared in the 

soil pollutants such as Stannum, Barium and Niobium and other pollutants.  

 
Volodymyr Pohrebennyk (Lviv Polytechnic National University, Ukraine)  

Mariush Cygnar (State Higher Vocational School, Poland)  

Olga Korostynska (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Alex Mason (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

 
#1570296314  

POSTER: Operative Control Parameters of Water Environment 
 

New methods and means to improve the accuracy of the computer system to control the ecological status of water 

environment are reported. These are based on interference-free measurement of the time parameters of multiple 

reflected ultrasonic signals in the two reference and study environments.  

  
Volodymyr Pohrebennyk (Lviv Polytechnic National University, Ukraine)  
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Alex Mason (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   
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#1570294185  

Breast Cancer Detection Using K-nearest Neighbor Machine Learning Algorithm 

 

Breast cancer is very popular between females all over the world. However, detecting this cancer in its first 

stages helps in saving lives. Radiologists have the ability to predict if the mammography images have 

cancer or not, but they may miss about 15% of them. In this paper, we proposed a new method to detect 

the breast cancer with high accuracy. This method consists of two main parts, in the first part the image 

processing techniques are used to prepare the mammography images for feature and pattern extraction 

process. The extracted features are utilized as an input for a two types of supervised learning models, 

which are Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) model and the Logistic Regression (LR) model with 

comparing the result and the accuracy for the both models.  

 

Mohamad Al-Hadidi (Al Balqa Applied University, Jordan)   

 

 
#1570297155  

Towards Developing Online Compliance Index for Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose 
in Diabetes Management 

 
Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) is a key component of modern therapy for diabetes mellitus in 

which the patients and their informal health carers can play a major role. In this paper, a rule-based 

decision support module is proposed towards developing online compliance index for SMBG in diabetes 

management in patients with type 1 and insulin-using type 2 diabetics. The proposed decision-support 

application is developed and embedded in a mobile health (mHealth) scenario in which the patients' data 

are collected over a distance and stored in a remote disease management hub for further processing and 

monitoring purposes. The decision support module utilizes the collected evidences of the day-to-day SMBG 

and historical data to generate a personalized online compliance index. Patient's attributes relevant to 

SMBG are categorized into four main groups; (i) glycemic-control attributes, (ii) lifestyle attributes, (iii) 

mood and well-being attributes, and (iv) complication prevention attributes. A functional prototype of the 

proposed system is developed and its end-to-end functionality is tested successfully. The proposed system 

is expected to improve patients' follow up through prioritizing delivery of healthcare services based on 

their compliance index, especially in situations where available caregivers are insufficient to meet the 

demand for health care services.  

 

Ahmad Al-Taee (Saint Louis University, USA)  
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#1570297613 

Barriers in New Health and Social Care Technology Implementation in the United 
Kingdom, a Case Study 

 
Technology has been implemented within health and social care in many countries to increase service 

efficiency, as a result of increasing pressures. However, numerous inter-related barriers can impact 

implementation. Understanding these barriers is important to improve implementation success. Whilst 

there is extensive research in this area, there are few practical lessons. This paper presents and discusses 

barriers faced when implementing an application for tracking health and wellbeing, in health and social 

care in the United Kingdom (UK). Barriers to implementation are complex, multifaceted, and dynamic, and 

thus require solutions to reflect this. Closely working with an organisation to ensure system fit and the 

ability to adapt to the changing needs and requirements of an organisation and its stakeholders are 

essential to reduce implementation barriers.  

 

Adie Blanchard (Rescon Limited, United Kingdom)  

Faye Prior (Rescon Limited, United Kingdom)  

Jack Barton (Rescon Limited, United Kingdom)  

Tom Dawson (Rescon Limited, United Kingdom)   

 
#1570304138 

Integrated and Scalable Architecture for Providing Cost-Effective Remote Health 
Monitoring 

 
Global demographic trends clearly point out that the world population is ageing owing to a combination of 

dropping mortality rates and increasing life expectancy. The global community is looking for ways to 

address the pressing societal challenge of providing effective and efficient healthcare to the elderly. It is 

difficult to achieve satisfactory results merely by relying on scaling up of conventional healthcare 

infrastructure as the conventional techniques will not be sufficient to assist the elderly to independently 

live in house especially if they are suffering from chronic diseases, thus require continuous health 

monitoring. It is imperative to exploit the advances in emerging technologies such as biosensors, mobile 

devices, and communication networks to provide remote health monitoring services along with the physical 

infrastructural facilities. Remote/continuous monitoring of patients with chronic diseases is being 

considered as an efficient and cost-effective solution, which will reduce the burden on the elderly as well 

as on the health authorities and the government's expenses. While considerable research and development 

is being undertaken in this field, most of the current state of the art reflects a lack of a concerted and 

cohesive approach to develop an integrated remote health monitoring system. The present paper proposes 

a novel healthcare monitoring system based on an integrated and scalable architecture which provides 

flexibility and enables interoperability between myriads of healthcare monitoring devices and products.  

 

Mohamed Al Hemairy (Coventry University, United Kingdom & UAE University, United Arab 
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#1570293650  

Analysis of Embryonic Malformations in Zebrafish Larvae 

  

Zebrafish larvae has been widely used in testing the effect of chemical substances on the human body. 

Biological experts have been carrying out these studies manually with a relatively poor productivity. This 

paper proposes a high-throughput computer vision system to identify and classify embryonic 

malformations in zebrafish larva. The proposed system, which comprises at least 96-well plates, utilizes 

multi-classification features including shape, intensity, and texture features. A classifier based on artificial 

neural networks (ANNs) is utilized to address overlapping problems between different classes of the image 

dataset and thus improving the classification throughput and accuracy. The preliminary results of this pilot 

study showed a good performance and low recognition error of the classifier in which two classes were 

recognized according to the rounding shape of the larva. In addition, using scanner in capturing process 

showed a fast result in getting images with a good resolution.  

 

Bayan Al-Saaidah (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Waleed Al-Nuaimy (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  

Majid A. Al-Taee (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  
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Qussay Al-Jubouri (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom) 

 
#1570302743  

UAVs Deployment in Disaster Scenarios Based on Global and Local Search 
Optimization Algorithms  

 

The advancements in UAV related technologies and wireless communications pave the way for the 

deployment of wireless mesh networks in the air. These air mesh networks can be suitable for providing 

communication services in disaster scenarios to ground nodes such as victims and first responders. 

However, the optimal deployment of UAVs is not an easy as the number of possible scenarios to position 

the UAVs may reach a computationally challenging level. The combination of global and local search 

optimization algorithms can be considered as a powerful way for dealing with the massive number of 

possible solutions. We propose a deployment approach based on a global search algorithm such as the 

genetic algorithm and a local search algorithm namely the hill climbing algorithm. We show that the 

combination of both optimization techniques provides promising results for optimal positioning of UAVs in 

disaster scenarios based on simulation examples. 

 

Daniel Reina (University of Seville, Spain)  
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#1570297251  

DuoHide: A Secure System for Hiding Multimedia Files in Dual Cover Images 
 

Steganography, the technology of protecting a secret message by embedding it inside a cover image, 

continues to be investigated and enhanced as an alternative data protection method. This paper deals with 

hiding multimedia files in true color RGB cover images with an emphasis on high hiding capacity and secret 

data protection. A proposed model (DuoHide) is presented in which a secret multimedia file, regardless of 

its type, is read as a stream of bytes and split vertically into two parts, one part contains the LSB half-bytes 

and the other part contains the MSB half-bytes. The two parts are hidden inside two uncompressed RGB 

images using 4-bit LSB replacement technique. Extraction of the secret file is achieved through merging the 

two hidden parts. The model is implemented in the MATLAB environment. The proposed model is evaluated 

using a set of public multimedia files, images, audio and video, of various sizes. The secret file sizes ranged 

from 5% to about 100% of the cover image's size. The purpose of the evaluation is to measure 

imperceptibility based on two criteria: visual, by comparison between stego and cover images, and 

statistical, using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value between the stego and the cover images. The 

experimental results showed that even at the highest embedding ratio, which is based on the secret to 

cover sizes, there are no perceptible visual differences between cover and stego images. The PNSR value is 

calculated as PSNR1, for cover and stego1, and PSNR2 for cover and stego2. There is a small difference 

between PSNR1 and PSNR2. With regard to enhancing security of the secret file, in case an attacker manages 

to recover it from the stego file, the attacker will only get incomprehensible set of bits.  

  

Mudhafar Al-Jarrah (Middle East University, Jordan)  

Marwa Al-Bayati (Middle East University, Jordan)   
 

 

#1570287353  

A Compact S-Box Module for 128/192/256-bit Symmetric Cryptography Hardware 
 

This article describes a compact implementation in hardware of S-Boxes for Twofish Algorithm in Field 

Programmable Gate Array - one of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) finalists. The core was implemented 

using Altera Quartus Cyclone board. The code is totally portable and can be used in any FPGA family because 

was developed using the VHDL patterns. The function was implemented for 128-bit word and 128, 192 and 256-

bit key. The main goal of this work was the implementation of a compact and modular S-Box module for Twofish 

algorithm that can find a wide range of applications and that can be choose as an alternative from AES-Rijndael. 

 

Otavio de Souza Martins Gomes (Instituto Federal de Minas Gerais & Universidade Federal de 
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#1570299704  

Build Trust in the Cloud Computing - Isolation in Container Based Virtualisation 
 

Cloud computing is revolutionizing many IT ecosystems through offering companies scalable computing 

resources that are easy to use, connect, and configure. However, this model has always been viewed with some 

suspicion as it raises a wide range of security and privacy issues that need to be put into consideration. This 

research focuses on the construction of a trust layer in clouds to build a trust relationship between cloud service 

providers and cloud users. Container-based virtualisation has a weak isolation compared to traditional VMs 

because of the shared use of the OS kernel and system components. Therefore, we will build a trust layer to solve 

the weaker isolation issues whilst maintaining the performance and scalability of the approach. This paper has 

two objectives. Firstly, we propose a security system to protect containers from other guests through the 

addition of a Role-based Access Control (RBAC) model and the provision of strict data protection and security. 

Secondly, we provide a stress test using isolation benchmark suite tools to evaluate the isolation in containers 

in term of performance.  

 

Ibrahim Alobaidan (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Michael Mackay (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Posco Tso (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)   

 

#1570297069  

Statistical Keystroke Dynamics System on Mobile Devices for Experimental Data 
Collection and User Authentication 

 

The use of behavioral biometrics in verifying users on mobile devices have recently received a considerable 

interest as a low-cost and easy to integrate alternative to physiological biometrics. In particular, keystroke 

biometrics features of timing, pressure, and finger area have been combined in keystroke dynamic systems for 

enhancing the authentication outcome. This paper presents a keystroke dynamics system for mobile devices that 

employs a statistical distance-to-median anomaly detector. The selected feature set combines the keystroke 

timing features of hold and latency, and the screen touch features of pressure and finger area. The proposed 

system consists of two modules: training and testing. The aim of the system is to be a research tool to serve two 

purposes: (i) the generation of a model-independent dataset of keystroke data on mobile devices, for comparison 

of keystroke dynamics anomaly detectors; (ii) to be used in the evaluation of the authentication performance of 

the implemented distance-to-median anomaly detector. The system works in the Android environment on Nexus 

smartphones and tablets. The experimental work has generated a dataset of 2856 records from 56 subjects, 51 

records per subject, where each record represents 71 feature elements resulting from the typing of a standard 

10-character password. Statistical analysis of the collected dataset showed an equal-error-rate (EER) of 0.049, 

when using a different pass-mark per subject, and 0.054 when using a global pass-mark for all subjects. The EER 

results are much lower than previously published ERR results using three distance-based verification models. In 

addition, the false-acceptance-rate (FAR) at 5% false-rejection-rate (FRR) is 5.6%, which is much lower than 

previously published results, but it is still high and needs to be reduced. Evaluation of the testing (authentication) 

part of the system was carried out through test runs where a genuine user enters his user-id and password as a 

login attempt, and the resulting test vector of feature elements are matched against the stored template of the 

user. The login attempt is classified as genuine or impostor based on a preset pass-mark. The test runs are 

repeated with impostors, where a user who knows the password and user-id of another person attempts to login. 

Experimental test runs of the authentication phase attempted to find a pass-mark that gave low false-rejection 

(FRR) of genuine users and low false-acceptance (FAR) of impostors. The paper ends with conclusions and 

suggestions for future work.  
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#1570298792  

A Hybrid Approach for Time Series Forecasting Using Deep Learning and Nonlinear 
Autoregressive Neural Networks 

 
During the last decades several studies have been conducted in the field of weather forecasting providing 

different and promising forecasting models. Nevertheless the accuracy of the predictions still remains a 

challenge. In this paper a new forecasting approach is proposed: it implements a deep neural network based 

on a powerful feature extraction. The model is capable of deducing the irregular structure, non-linear 

trends and significant representations as features learnt from the data. It is a 6-layered deep architecture 

with 4 hidden units of Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). The extracts from the last hidden layer are 

pre-processed, to support the accuracy achieved by the forecaster. The forecaster is a 2-layers ANN model 

with 35 hidden units for predicting the future intervals. It seizes the correlations and captures the 

regression patterns of current sample related to the previous terms by using as inputs the learnt deep-

hierarchal representations of data.  

 

Sanam Narejo (Politecnico Di Torino, Italy)  

Eros Pasero (Politecnico di Torino, Italy)    

 
#1570308008  

An Intelligent Model for Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection 
 

Plagiarism detection is gaining increasing importance due to integrity of education. In this paper, we have 

developed a new approach for intrinsic plagiarism detection. The proposed approach is based on two well-

known techniques namely Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Stylometry. The proposed approach works 

by capturing usage patterns of the most common words (MCW) from books of 25 authors. Stylistic features 

for each author were harnessed in the method by adjusting the LSA weighting technique. The adjusted LSA 

method was trained in a novel manner using the leave-one-out-cross-validation technique and compared 

with the traditional LSA algorithm. The results have shown that the enhanced weighting method of the 

adjusted LSA outperforms the traditional LSA algorithm.  

 

Saad Amin (British University in Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE))  
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#1570295546  

Evolutionary Path Planning of an Autonomous Surface Vehicle for Water Quality 
Monitoring 

 

The path planning of an ASV in a lake for environmental monitoring has been modeled as a particular case 

of the travelling salesman problem, in which the ASV should visit a ring of beacons deployed at the shore 

of the lake for delivering the collected data. For achieving a complete representation of the lake, the 

distance travelled should be maximized instead of minimized as in the classic TSP. The evolutionary 

technique known as Genetic Algorithm is applied for finding the optimal solution. The simulations show 

promising results even in the case that some restrictions are included in the problem.  

 

Mario Arzamendia Lopez (University of Seville, Spain)  

Derlis Gregor (Facultad de Ingeniería, Universidad Nacional de Asunción, Spain)  

Daniel Reina (University of Seville, Spain)  
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#1570300096  

HEVC Based Multi-View Video Codec Using Frame Interleaving Technique  

 

This paper presents a HEVC based multi-view video codec. The frames of the multi-view videos are 

interleaved to generate a monoscopic video sequence. The interleaving is conducted in a way to increase 

the exploitation of the temporal and inter-views correlations. The MV-HEVC standard codec is configured 

to work as a single layered codec, which functions as a monoscipic HEVC codec with AVC capabilities, and 

used to encode interleaved multi-view video frames. The performance of the codec is compared with the 

anchor standard MV-HEVC codec by coding the three standard multi-view video sequences: "Balloon", 

"Kendo" and "Newspaper1". Experimental results show the proposed codec out performs the anchor 

standard MV-HEVC codec in term of bitrate and PSNR. 
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#1570297576  
The Development of an Image Detection System Based on the Extraction of Colour 

Gradient Co-occurrence Matrix (CGCM) Features  

 

Many steganalysis methods have been introduced in the literature. These methods were developed to 

combat specific steganography techniques and to detect specific image formats. However, no single 

steganalysis method or tool can detect all types of steganography and support all available image formats. 

Thus, this paper proposes a detection system based on the colour gradient co-occurrence matrix (CGCM). 

Varieties of statistical features were extracted from the CGCM. The system was developed to detect RGB 

stego images with 24-bit depth. An image database was created to test and train the system. The stego 

images included in the database were created utilising a commonly used steganography method, least 

significant bit. The size of hidden files plays an important role in detection. Therefore, to improve the 

proposed system's detection capacity, different sizes of hidden files have been considered. The proposed 

detection system was trained and tested to distinguish stego images from clean ones using discriminant 

analysis and multilayer neural network classification methods. The paper presents the capability of the 

proposed system, which achieved effective performance in regard to detecting stego images. 

 

Ahd Aljarf (Coventry University, United Kingdom)  

Saad Amin (Coventry University, United Kingdom)  
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#1570297571  

The Effects of Premature Birth on Children Education 
 

There has been an increase of survival rates among children born premature. The rate of survival differs 

globally from developed countries to developing countries. Some follow-up studies of children born 

prematurely are concerned of the neurodevelopmental impact on children as they progress from infant 

through adulthood and they indicated the range of deficits that comes with premature children. This 

research addresses the gap of how the education of children born premature is affected. A survey 

methodology was utilized and questionnaires were distributed to teachers in five special needs schools 

and one normal school in the North West of the United Kingdom. The results of the special needs schools 

were compared to normal school with respect to awareness of children born premature in classes, the 

technologies used by the impaired children, and the educational improvement of impaired children using 

the technology. The results showed that 100% of teachers in both schools were unaware of children born 

premature in their classes; 100% of teachers in special needs schools are aware of the assistive technologies 

compared to only 25% of teachers in normal school and 100% teachers in special needs schools support the 

use of assistive technologies for educational improvement compared to 1% teachers in normal school. 
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#1570295842  

A Study Into Detecting Anomalous Behaviours Within HealthCare Infrastructures 

  

The theft of medical data, which is intrinsically valuable, can lead to loss of patient privacy and trust. With 

increasing requirements for valuable and accurate information, patients need to be confident that their 

data is being stored safely and securely. However, medical devices are vulnerable to attacks from the digital 

domain, with many devices transmitting data unencrypted wirelessly to electronic patient record systems. 

As such, it is now becoming more necessary to visualise data patterns and trends in order identify erratic 

and anomalous data behaviours. In this paper, a system design for modelling data flow within healthcare 

infrastructures is presented. The system assists information security officers within healthcare 

organisations to improve the situational awareness of cyber security risks. In addition, a visualisation of 

TCP Socket Connections using real-world network data is put forward, in order to demonstrate the 

framework and present an analysis of potential risks.  

 

Aaron Boddy (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

William Hurst (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  

Michael Mackay (Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom)  
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#1570298801  

An Adaptive Grouping Technique in a Coevolutionary Model for Retail 
 

An adaptive grouping technique for a cooperative coevolutionary model is presented in this paper. The 

coevolutionary model is based on Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations and evolutionary programming to solve 

the balancing between exploration and exploitation in coevolution. The proposed model decomposes a 

large scale optimization problem into sub-problems of varying sizes. The coevoluationary model with a 

new grouping technique is applied on a retail dataset for sales optimization. The model is also evaluated 

using two multidimensional benchmark functions. The results indicate a clear advantage of using Monte-

Carlo simulations to balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation in large scale and high 

dimensional problem spaces.  
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#1570285555 

Mapping Security Requirements of Mobile Health Systems Into Software Development 
Lifecycle 

 

The shift to delivering mobile healthcare services is inevitable. However, finding effective ways to protect 

personal health information handled by these systems is still a challenging task even with the utilization 

of advanced technology and trained professionals. This is mainly due to the fact that the peripheral defense 

on the Internet and web-based applications do not handle the root causes of the application's 

vulnerabilities. This paper proposes a solution for enhancing security and personal privacy in 

electronic/mobile health (e/mHealth) systems through embedding security schemes into Software-

Development Lifecycle (SDLC). The proposed solution, which encompasses various healthcare-specific 

security needs in mobile health systems, aims at ensuring a balance between personal privacy through 

making sure that patients have control over their own information from one side and information sharing 

that is necessary for integrated service delivery from the other side. This balance is achieved through 

handling security and privacy challenges through careful design and implementation of data protection 

mechanisms, cryptography, access control, and auditory that give patients and their health care 

professionals the right to control disclosures of identifiable health data.  

 

Majid A. Al-Taee (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom)  
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#1570300199  

E-Learning: Implications for Higher Education Assessment Strategy 

 

The digital divide has significantly increased regardless of measures taken by government bodies to 

address the growing exclusion of certain groups within society which have limited access to Information 

Technology. This is particularly true for students coming from deprived communities, but can extend also 

to other groups in society. By not using the Information Technology to enhance their learning and 

knowledge, such groups are missing out on access to information, knowledge, products and services that 

could enhance their wellbeing and increase their ability to make a greater economic contribution. Castells 

highlights the inequality of access to information technology, which can be found within industrialised 

countries and less industrially developed countries [1]. This paper considers the changing nature of 

Information Technology and the implications for the higher education institutions. The last decade has 

witnessed a growing interest in the development of higher education and increasing numbers of students. 

The paper also intends to evaluate the gaps in the research in this sector, in particular, as to how the 

Internet can be used to enhance university student learning by using the IT based assessment. 
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#1570293556  
Development of A "PharmaComm" Serious Game for Teaching Pharmacist Communication 

and Drug Administration in a Virtual Hospital Setting 

 

Practical experience is crucial in pharmacy education, but it can be difficult to provide pharmacy students 

with a sufficient level of experience during their education due to a number of challenges. Video games 

might provide a platform where students can gain positive learning experience in a virtual environment. 

Serious games have been used successfully across many industries, which suggest that a well-designed 

serious game can have positive learning outcomes. Increased engagement and motivation are mentioned 

by experts as some of the main benefits of serious games. Being able to practise skills before utilising them 

in real-world scenarios is another advantage identified. In this paper, we present a virtual patient simulator 

which is designed specifically teaching pharmacy students patient communication and administration of 

drugs. A pilot study and an expert review were carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the application 

and its findings are presented.  
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 #1570297024  

Seamless LTE-WiFi Architecture for Offloading the Overloaded LTE with Efficient 
UE Authentication 

  

Nowadays a cellular network suffers from a data traffic load in a metropolitan area due to the enormous 

number of mobile devices connectivity. Therefore, the users experience many issues because of a 

congestion and overload at access network such as low throughput, long latencies and network outages. 

Current network operator's solutions, such as capping data usage and throttling a connection speed, have 

a negative effect on the user satisfaction. Therefore, alternative solutions are needed such as Access Point 

(AP)-based complementary network. In this paper, we use WiFi as a complementary network to Long-Term 

Evolution (LTE). We propose a seamless network architecture between LTE and WiFi networks, by utilizing 

the packet gateway (P-GW) as an IP flow anchor between LTE and WiFi to maintain a seamless connectivity. 

The proposed architecture has two new components, Access Network Query Protocol-Data Server (ANQP-

DS) and Access Zone Control (AZC), to WiFi core network for managing UE authentication and balancing the 

load of UEs between APs. Finally, we demonstrate and validate the effectiveness of our proposed idea over 

another prior approaches based on comparison with a current handover and Extensible Authentication 

Protocol-Authentication and Key Agreement (EAP-AKA) mechanisms in the literature through simulations.  
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